Accommodation of Cultural Diversity in Liberal Societies: Law and Political Theory

Prof. Rainer Bauböck and Prof. Ruth Rubio-Marín

First term seminar – autumn 2010
Tuesdays 11:00 – 13:00, Seminar Room 2, Badia Fiesolana

Please register with Monika.Rzemieniecka@eui.eu (for SPS)
Annick.Bulckaen@eui.eu (for LAW)

Since the early 1990s the toleration, accommodation or recognition of cultural diversity have became a major topic in controversies in law and political theory. The debate has generally moved from special rights for cultural minorities and questioning the cultural, religious and gender neutrality of public spheres and institutions in liberal democracies towards greater emphasis on the need for integration and social cohesion and negative effects of multicultural policies on liberal equality or social solidarity. In this seminar we trace main lines of debates in political theory and match them with disputed court decisions and legal doctrines.

Seminar participation requirements:

Researchers from all EUI-departments are invited to participate. Participants are asked:

- to read the basic seminar texts (mandatory readings are highlighted in bold)
- to give one presentation (or more, if you want) based on additional reading, with an outline disseminated until Friday of the week before
- to engage actively in discussions, and this includes preparing comments on the topic of each week and the outline circulated

If you want to write a seminar paper for this seminar, please send an outline before 23 November. The full paper has to be submitted by 14 January 2011.

Seminar schedule and readings:

(1) 5 October 2009 11:00 – 13:00 Introduction by the seminar instructors

Texts:


(2) 12 October 2009 11:00-13:00 Multiculturalism and Its Critics

In this session we will stage a debate between major contributors to the political theory controversies about multiculturalism. Participants will be asked to prepare a defence of a particular author’s position and critique of rival theories.

Texts:


(3) 19 October 2009 11:00-13:00 Indigenous peoples

With Claire Charters (MWF LAW)

The last three decades have witnessed a flourishing of indigenous people’s claims as well as important developments in both national and international recognition of their rights. Many of the grounds for recognition of indigenous peoples rest on their distinctiveness, which finds expression not only in forms of cultural diversity but also in the unique relationship of indigenous peoples to their ancestral lands. At the same time, the fact that indigenous peoples have traditionally lived under different forms of self-government embracing their own set of values, norms and institutions raises the question of the law itself as a cultural artifact and accordingly the challenge of legal pluralism.

Some of the most controversial aspects in the discussions around indigenous peoples include: the need (or not) for a definition of indigenous peoples; how to understand self-determination and autonomy claims raised by indigenous peoples; and what the effective protection of indigenous culture requires, including in terms of protection of indigenous people’s relationship to their lands. There are also the questions of: who can claim to be a member of an Indigenous people; whether Indigenous peoples’ customary law should exclusively determine who is in and who is out; and/or whether human rights should also be taken into consideration.

Texts: *Who are Indigenous Peoples?*


UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples http://www1.umn.edu/humanrts/undocs/session36/6


Who can be a member of an Indigenous people?


(4) 26 October 11:00-13:00 Linguistic diversity and language rights

Language is a strong marker of societal diversity, and the phenomenon of linguistic diversity within states is perhaps even more common than that of religious diversity. Whereas the state can at least pretend to be neutral as regards the various religions practiced on its territory, mere tolerance of diversity and non-intervention by the state is not an option with regard to language, because communication between the citizens and public authorities must necessarily proceed in one or a limited number of languages. The pages from Patten highlight the value of having a common language. Van Parijs raises concerns about linguistic justice that are seldom discussed even when the value of a common language that acts as a lingua franca is accepted. Also, we should notice that the value of having a common language is not considered, in most of today's Europe, sufficiently weighty as to override the legitimate claims to recognition by those who speak a minority language. Finally, there may be a need for language rights accorded to minorities (both old and new) grounded on reasons other than claims to recognition of linguistic identity, as Rubio Marin discusses.

Texts:


Ruth Rubio Marín, ‘Language Rights: Exploring the Competing Rationales’, in W. Kymlicka and A. Patten (eds), 

Legal Sources:

(5) 2 November 11:00-13:00 Territorial self-government: secession, federalism and political autonomy

Nation-building projects have generally attempted to match cultural and territorial boundaries by establishing a dominant national language and culture. Do territorially concentrated minorities have claims to self-determination that includes a right to secession?

We will discuss first liberal theories of self-determination as a primary or only remedial right and then liberal approaches to the accommodation of national minority claims through federal solutions.

Texts:


Legal Sources:

(6) 9 November 11:00-13:00 Cultural liberal nationalism and non-territorial autonomy

Liberal nationalism comes in statist and culturalist varieties. Some authors consider national identity as instrumentally important to realize important goals of liberal democracy, others see it as an intrinsically valuable expression of cultural belonging. Non-territorial forms of cultural autonomy have been advocated as
an alternative to territorial self-determination based on such cultural interpretations of nationhood, or on pragmatic grounds as a conflict resolution strategy.

Texts:


Legal Sources:


(7) 16 November 2009 11:00-13:00 New minorities? Integration or cultural recognition for migrant groups

Should immigrant groups have similar cultural rights as traditional national minorities? Or have voluntary immigrants waived their rights to membership in their culture of origin? Which degree of cultural integration or assimilation can be expected or required in societies that are open for immigration? Which rights and prerogatives can legitimately be rendered conditional on integration/assimilation?

Texts:


Legal Sources:

UN International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of their Families (esp. arts. 31, 45.2 and 3, 67.2) at http://www2.ohchr.org/english/law/cmw.htm

Excerpts of Belgian Case regarding the Flemish Housing Act, Constitutional Court, decision 101/2008, of July 2008.


Case in German directly accessible via the court’s webpage at http://www.const-court.be/
Multicultural accommodation and gender equality

Over the last decades, both gender equality and accommodation of cultural diversity have been embraced as elements of a shared project, namely that of challenging general and undifferentiated notions of citizenship to unveil patriarchy and cultural domination disguised as universalism. However, is there a tension between the two? Must the accommodation of cultural diversity in Western societies necessarily come at the expense of entrenching sexual subordination? In other words, is multiculturalism bad for women?

Texts:


Legal Sources:
European Court of Human Rights, Eskinazi and Chelouche v. Turkey, 6 December 2005.

Religious diversity and secularism

With David Koussens (MWF LAW)
Whereas in principle it is easy to agree on the fact that a fundamental premise of liberal states is the recognition of freedom of religion and accordingly the need of the State to remain neutral vis-à-vis different religious faiths, in reality one finds among Western democracies quite a range of State-Church models ranging from militant secularism to official state Churches. The picture is further complicated by the fast increase in religious diversity stemming from migration and rendering the quest for “neutrality” ever more elusive. In view of such diversity, is the gradual disestablishment of traditional religions the only legitimate option? But is secularism, understood as a rigid separation between State and Church, a truly neutral option? Could we instead embrace a model of equal accommodation? What would it require in practice?

Texts:
Excerpts from:
p. 63-65: “The Need for Definitions” (What is reasonable accommodation?)
p. 131-154: “Chapter VII - The Quebec System of Secularism”


Excerpts from, the “Stasi Report”, December 2003, Rapport au Président de la République de la commission de réflexion sur l’application du principe de laïcité dans la République. The full text is available at http://lesrapports.ladocumentationfrancaise.fr/BRP/034000725/0000.pdf

Legal Sources:

European Court of Human Rights, Lautsi v. Italy, 3 November 2009, at http://cmiskp.echr.coe.int/tkp197/view.asp?item=1&portal=hbkm&action=html&highlight=Lautsi%20%7C%20v%20%7C%20Italy&sessionid=55842575&skin=hudoc-en


(10) 7 December 11:00-13:00 Guest lecture Michal Bodemann, University of Toronto

Co-constituted Cultural Spaces and Inter-Ethnicity: On the Production and Consumption of Jewish Culture between Jews and non-Jews in Germany